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Information Retrieval

Goal: return valid documents to the user’s query.

Method: Build a model for the documents and the
query;

Estimate the relevance between the
documents and the query, according to the
model;

Return the most relevant documents.

Most prevalent model: the Bag of Words models.



Bag of Words Models

Use lexical statistics of content words.

Based on two observations:

Word occuring frequently in a document indicates its
content

Words occuring frequently in the corpus do not carry topical
information

Consequently, formulas usually consist of two parts:

Term frequency (TF)

Smoothing (e.g. IDF)

Most models used today are BOW models: TF-IDF, BM25,
DFR, LM (n=1), etc.



Non-topical information

Lexical statistics use mainly topical information.

How relevant (the meaning of) a certain word to the topic of
the document.

Non-topical information:

Grammatical properties

Structural statistics

The thesis proposes that non-topical information can
improve retrieval performance.



Why Part of Speech?

Shallow grammatical information

Small, finite set of categories⇒ can be computed quickly

Accuracy

HunPos1: 96% on the Conll corpus

NER: state of the art is around 90%

Syntactic analysis: <90%, most tools are very slow

Usually the first "grammatical attribute" that comes to
mind...

1POS taggers mentioned in the thesis: Brill, Mxpost and TreeTagger.



Parts of Speech

Grammatical category of words

Grammatical categories according to Lyons (1977):

Primary categories: POS

Secondary categories: inflections, conjugations

Functional categories: subject, object, etc.

Finite set: 36 tags in the Penn Treebank



Important POS Tags

Open Closed
NN(S) Noun (plural) DT Determiner

NNP(S) Proper noun (plural) MD Model Verb

VB? Verb (tense, form) P(R)P (Personal) pronoun

JJ Adjective CD Cardinal number

JJR Adjective, comparative IN Prepositionr

JJS Adjective, superlative WP Wh-pronoun

RB Adverb POS Possessive ending (’s)

UH Interjection

SYM Symbol

...



POS Categorization

Open: Membership is open to new words (nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs?)

Carry most of the semantic information

Close: Membership is mostly fixed (prepositions,
determiners, etc.)

Carry grammatical functions

Stopwords



Jespersen’s Rank Theory

Defined a ranking between parts of speech, based the logic of
predication.

First degree (’) parts of speech: nouns

Second degree (”) parts of speech: verbs, adjectives

Third degree (”’) parts of speech: adverbs



Curry’s Functional Theory

Phrases:

Closed phrases: nouns (N), sentences (S);

Functors: f : phrase→ phrase functions.

The second and third degrees can then be justified as:

Verbs: f ′′ : N → S or f ′′ : N,N → S

Adjectives: f ′′ : N → N

Adverbs: f ′′′ : f ′′(N)→ f ′′(N) or f ′′(N,N)→ f ′′(N,N)



IR-related Applications of Parts of Speech

Identification of phrases with POS patterns for indexing

Selective indexing (only nouns, verbs, numbers, etc.)

Chowdhury and McCabe (1998): performance reduction of
noun-only index ≈ 1%

Stopword removal

Query term weighting

Keyword selection



Term n-grams

n-gram: Let S be a sequence of terms t . Then for some
fixed n, t j+n−1

j is a term n-gram, where tj is the
first, and t j+n−1 is the last term.

Example: If S = "the cat sat on the mat", n = 3:

t3
1 = the cat sat

t4
2 = cat sat on

t5
3 = sat on the

t6
4 = on the mat



Part of Speech n-grams

Φ: Let pos be a part of speech, and Φ : ti → posi .

Φ′: Φ′({t1, t2, ...}) = {Φ(t1),Φ(t2), ...}.

POS n-gram: Let t j+n−1
j a term n-gram. Then posj+n−1

j is the
corresponding part of speech n-gram, if
Φ′(t j+n−1

j ) = posj+n−1
j .

Example: If S = "the cat sat on the mat", n = 3:

pos3
1 = DT NN VBD

pos4
2 = NN VBD IN

pos5
3 = VBD IN DT

pos6
4 = IN DT NN



Informative Content of POS n-grams

Main motivation: the informative content of a POS n-gram is
proportional to its frequency.

Informative content: the weighted average of open-class POS’s

P(inf |posj+n−1
j ) ≈ 1

n
∑j+n−1

i=j P(inf |posi)

P(inf |posi) =


0 if posi is closed
λ if degree(posi) =′ (λ ≤ 1)

% if degree(posi) =′′ (% ≤ λ)

Example: inf (NN VBD IN) = 0.5 (λ = 1, % = 0.5)



Informative Content of POS n-grams

Figure: Frequency versus informative content of POS 4-grams



Part of Speech Information Score for Terms

Based on the informative content of POS n-grams, we can
define a part of speech information score (PIS) for terms.

For term ti , we enumerate the set2of all term n-grams
{t j+n−1

j }i , where ti ∈ t j+n−1
j ;

We obtain the corresponding POS n-gram set {posj+n−1
j }i ;

The informative content of {posj+n−1
j }i is aggregated to

provide the PIS.

2It is not a real set, as it may contain duplicates.



PIS1

PIS1 P(inf |ti) = 1
|C|

∑
posk∈{posj+n−1

j }
i
P(inf |posk )

|C| is the number of terms in the collection

Or... PIS1 = how informative all POS n-grams containing the term are
the number of POS n-grams in the collection



Term Frequency in the Corpus versus PIS1

Table: Term frequency versus PIS1 in WT10G

term ft ,c PIS1 term ft ,c PIS1

recall 2 0.3343 jose 33,629 0.4163

tours 2 0.4388 girl 104,386 0.3306

jenna 757 0.4952 radio 156,908 0.3315

hilton 7,563 0.4365 white 234,691 0.2509

msn 16,788 0.3678 home 1,365,190 0.2567

PIS1 is not a simple function of the term frequency in the
corpus

However, the numbers don’t seem to add up...



PIS2

PIS2 P(inf |ti) = 1
|{posj+n−1

j }i |

∑
posk∈{posj+n−1

j }
i
P(inf |posk )

Or... PIS2 = how informative all POS n-grams containing the term are
the number of POS n-grams that contain the term

Computation is reminiscent of the computation of IDF.
However,

IDF approximates the power of the term to discriminate
documents, while PIS2 approximates the non-topical
informative content;

IDF is a BOW measure, while PIS2 considers the POS
"context" of the term.



Experiment Setup

Experiments were conducted to
see the distribution of POS n-grams
see how the distribution changes between collections
determine the optimal order (n) of POS n-grams

Collection Size Documents Unique Terms Domain

AP 742 MB 242,918 315,539 journalistics

Disks 4&5 1.9 GB 528,155 521,469 journalistics

WT2G 2 GB 247,491 1,002,586 Web

WT10G 10 GB 1,692,096 3,140,837 Web

.GOV 18.1 GB 1,247,753 2,788,457 Web (.gov)

Table: Collections used



Distribution Per Collection

Figure: Distribution of POS 4-grams (AP, Disks 4&5, WT2G, WT10G)

The distribution resembles a large number of rare events
distribution, which is power law

The distribution seems to be stable across collections



Optimal Order

Figure: Order n value versus number of unique POS n-grams (AP)

n = 1,2 do not provide enough n-grams

For n > 15 POS n-grams are increasingly sparse.

What about 3?



Distribution Per Order

Figure: Distribution of POS 4, 5, 6 and 7-grams (AP)

The distribution is similar for 4, 5, 6 and 7-grams

The order 4 is used in the thesis.



IR Applications

Several applications of part of speech n-grams and their
informative content in IR are proposed by the thesis.

Detection of context-poor text

Part of speech-based query reformulation

Part of speech-based index pruning

PIS-based scoring

Alternative to inverse document frequency

Enhancement to retrieval performance



Query Reformulation

Hypothesis: Frequency of POS n-grams in a collection can be
used to detect content-poor text. Removing such
text from verbose queries can help IR
performance.

Method: Queries are reformulated as follows.

A rank threshold θ for POS n-grams is defined
based on the distribution of POS n-grams in the
corpus;

The query is are POS tagged, and all POS
n-grams are extracted;

All terms ti such as ti ∈ posj+n−1
j ;

rank(posj+n−1
j ) > θ are removed from the query.



Query Reformulation – Results

Figure: Retrieval performance improvements for very long queries

POS n-grams based filtering improved IR performance,
sometimes significantly
Can be applied to verbose queries only, which can be POS
tagged.



Index Pruning

Hypothesis: Frequency of POS n-grams in a collection can be
used to detect content-poor text. Removing such
text from documents can reduce the index size
and speed up searches.

Method: Index pruning is performed as follows

A rank threshold θ for POS n-grams is defined
based on the distribution of POS n-grams in the
corpus;

The documents are POS tagged, and all POS
n-grams are extracted;

All terms ti such as ti ∈ posj+n−1
j ;

rank(posj+n−1
j ) > θ are removed from the

documents.



Index Pruning – Results1

Figure: Collection statistics after pruning



Index Pruning – Results2

Figure: Comparison of POS n-gram based versus term based pruning

Performance comparable to the best technique on these
datasets

Deterioration in effectiveness proportional to the rate of pruning

However, there are also improvements in certain cases



Alternative to IDF – Idea

Figure: Spearman’s rank correlation between IDF and PIS

IDF correlates with both PIS1 and PIS2

Correlation with PIS2 is very high

It is also consistent across collections (not shown here)



Alternative to IDF

Hypothesis: PIS2 can replace IDF.

Method: Three experimental setups are used

TF:IDF

TF:PIS2: IDF is replaced by PIS2

TF:IDF:PIS2: IDF is approximated from POS
n-grams



Alternative to IDF – Results

Figure: Retrieval performance with long queries (Disks 4&5 and
WT10G)

PIS2 can replace IDF without altering results significantly

Best overall performance is associated with PIS2

Results are similar but worse for short queries



Enhancement to retrieval performance

Hypothesis: Adding a non-topical element to the scoring
formula, i.e. weighting query terms with PIS1, can
improve performance.

Method: Two integrations were considered:

Input weighting: the raw term frequency is
altered;

Output weighting: the output of the scoring
formula is altered.

In both cases, the original value is multiplied
by PIS1



Enhancement to retrieval performance – Results 1

Figure: Retrieval performance with short queries (Disks 4&5 and
WT10G)



Enhancement to retrieval performance – Results 2

Figure: Retrieval performance with long queries (Disks 4&5 and
WT10G)



Enhancement to retrieval performance – Conclusions

Best overall performance is always associated with PIS1

Output weighting is better than input weighting

Problem may lie in document length normalization

PIS1 is non-topical: should not be affected by document
length

PIS1 is already normalized

Long queries benefit more

Improvement for long queries is very significant (< 0.01)



Conclusion

There exist a direct proportional relationship between POS
n-gram frequency and informative content. This is opposite
of what is observed with words.

POS n-grams represent non-topical information that can
be used to weight terms.

POS n-grams can be incorporated into IR systems in
various ways to improve performance and efficiency.



Some questions still remain...

No information as to why POS 3-grams were disregarded.

Whether stopword removal were used.

Stopwords are usually closed class, removing them
decreases the number (and the ability to discriminate word
sequences) of POS n-grams.

If yes, was it based on a list of POS tags?

Most likely not.

POS1 figures do not add up.

I sent a mail to her with some questions, but got no reply.



Impact

Citations

Couldn’t find information on it.

An article with a similar name has 2 independent citations

Further studies

One paper:
Lioma, C. and Blanco, R. Part of Speech Based Term
Weighting for Information Retrieval, 2009.

Presumably the same or very similar.

No further POS-related papers in Lioma’s publication list.



Thank you very much for your attention.



Index Pruning – Detailed Results

Figure: Retrieval performance at different pruning levels
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